
WHEN, WHERE & WHY 
IPERC microgrid technologies provide a distinct opportunity to bring 
new capabilities, energy cost reduction, enhanced reliability and strong 
resiliency through distributed intelligence.

Commercial:

 } Utilities

 } Airports

 } Hospitals & Medical Centers

 } Climate-Conditioned 
Warehouses

 } Data Centers

 } Marine Terminals 
& Cargo Ports

 } Professional & Educational 
Campuses

Government:

 } Emergency Operation Centers

 } Police, Fire & Emergency 
Services

 } Local, State & Federal 
Buildings

 } Diplomatic Compounds 

 } Transit Systems & Hubs

 } Research Facilities

Military:

 } Domestic Bases

 } Global Installations

 } Expeditionary Power

 } Mobile Power

 } Hospitals & Medical Centers

Advancing the Power of Energy  
for a Smarter, Safer, Cleaner World.
Lower costs, reduced emissions, enhanced security and total reliability 
– that’s how IPERC intelligent microgrid technologies are ushering in a
new era of energy innovation. We invite you to join the revolution.

THE IPERC 
DIFFERENCE:
Intelligent Power when Failure is Not an Option

IPERC is advancing the power of energy with intelligent microgrid 
technologies that provide cleaner, safer, more reliable power when it 
matters most.

IPERC microgrids maximize efficiency and have been demonstrated to 
reduce overall energy consumption by 36 percent. Our cyber-secure, 
collaborative intelligence software and compact field-tested hardware 
form a complete distributed control solution that is inherently more 
reliable, more robust and more adaptable than any alternative on  
the market.

CYBER-SECURE 
RESILIENCE:
Field-Proven Energy Assurance

IPERC control systems offer the most sophisticated cybersecurity 
protections available today. Our numerous security features have been 
thoroughly tested by military experts, and our experienced developers 
conduct rigorous ongoing penetration testing. IPERC systems are 
proven to withstand complex attacks while delivering continuous 
mission-critical power.

DEMONSTRATED 
REDUCTION 
IN ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION

-36%

www.IPERC.com

ADVANCING THE POWER OF ENERGY

Learn more: 
www.IPERC.com 

Or, call 800-815-6183 to speak with 
an IPERC energy innovator today.

®



INTELLIGENT 
MICROGRID

IPERC GRIDMASTER® 
Microgrid Control System

Human Machine InterfaceSwitchgear

Energy StorageElectric Vehicles

Conventional GenerationWind / Photovoltaics

Loads: Power Distribution
Environment Controls

HMI

Advantages of Distributed Controls
'' No single point of failure
'' Redundant control capabilities 
'' State-of-the-art cybersecurity
'' Self-healing configuration
'' Automatic reconfiguration
'' Scalable to integrate new infrastructure & technologies
'' Optimal integration of renewable energy sources
'' Compact hardware

Distributed Cyber-Secure 
Architecture
IPERC systems are built with processors located at  
each microgrid component, all connected with encrypted 
communication. Our cybersecurity protocols exceed industry 
best practices and the emerging Risk Management Framework 
standards for government and military applications. 

Harnessing the  
Power of Microgrids

IPERC’s GridMaster® is the backbone of a microgrid, comprised of a community of 
Intelligent Power Controllers (IPC’s) which monitor the status of the power sources and 
loads in real time. GridMaster® makes intelligent decisions and issues control signals to 
meet critical loads and minimize fuel consumption, even turning off unneeded generation 
until it  is required. We call it “collaborative intelligence.” Ultimately, it’s the future of 
energy.

GridMaster® at a Glance

ELECTRICAL NETWORK

CONTROL NETWORK

DISTRIBUTED CONTROLLER

.......

Crisis Islanding
 } Weather hardened
 } Energy assurance
 } Outage detection & self-healing
 } Supports independent power generation 

for emergency ops centers
 } Real-time monitoring of restoration
 } Wireless & wired communications

Grid-Connected Optimization
 } Load balancing 
 } Prioritized load shedding
 } Power source redundancy
 } Cost reduction
 } Scalable architecture
 } Supports existing infrastructure
 } Substantial energy cost reductions 

& efficiency improvements

 Intentional Islanding for Grid Expansion
 } Energy-resilient islands
 } Simplifies & maximizes integration of renewables
 } Expedites addition of new generation
 } Protection during maintenance & upgrade periods
 } Test, evaluation & simulation

KEY SYSTEM BENEFITS 
Energy Assurance, Savings & Security




